Two-dimensional block designs, with block size p x 2 for v treatments, are studied for situations in which the errors are spatially correlated. Conditions for universal optimality are given for two different error covariance structures, the doubly geometric, for which the correlations decay rapidly, and the autonormal, which exhibits a slower rate of decay. In the special cases of p = \v for even v to obtain complete blocks, and p = j(v -1) for odd v for nearly complete blocks, numerical calculations establish that much smaller designs, using only a fraction of the blocks required by universal optimality, are also reasonably efficient. A table of designs with v ^ 30 is included.
INTRODUCTION
A host of recent work on block designs for settings where the errors are correlated indicate that some form of neighbour balancing can be quite advantageous from both a variance-balance and an efficiency perspective; see Martin (1986) , Kunert (1988) , Morgan (1990) , , , 1996 and Martin & Eccleston (1993) , and also Martin (1996) for a survey and many related references. These ideas will be further explored here with the study of two distinctly different error processes and blocks of size px2, although to begin with we take a more general perspective. Let there be b blocks of size p x q, and let Y dJlm denote the yield from the unit in row /, column m of block j using design d. The model is 
where f}j is the fixed effect of block j, ijy,^ is the effect of the treatment that design d has assigned to plot (;, /, m), and the e jlm 's are mean zero random variables which are uncorrelated when in different blocks. The variances and covariances of the e Jlm 's within a block are described by some positive definite matrix Z of order pq. For this general setting, Martin & Eccleston (1993) propose a class of designs based on semibalanced arrays, and prove some excellent optimality properties for that class. A semibalanced array, denoted by SB (D, b, k) is a k x b array of v symbols with the property that the two-tuples which appear as the columns of any given 2x6 subarray comprise each of the \v{v-1) unordered pairs of v symbols with equal frequency. Semibalanced arrays were introduced by Rao (1961 Rao ( , 1973 , were first proposed in the neighbour design context by Morgan & Chakravarti (1988) , and form the basis of Martin & Eccleston's (1991) work on one-dimensional neighbour designs; further references may be found in either of the latter two papers. A two-dimensional neighbour design is formed from an SB(t;, b, pq) by uniquely associating the pq plot indices (/, m) with the rows of the array, and then placing the treatment symbol from a given row of column j in the corresponding plot position of block j. Martin & Eccleston (1993) prove that a design so constructed is universally optimum among all binary block designs regardless of positive definite E.
Barring nonbinary designs, Martin & Eccleston's (1993) result would effectively end the matter were it not for two serious drawbacks with semibalanced arrays. First, the array conditions require that the number of blocks b be a multiple of \v{v -1) if v is odd, and of v(v -1) if v is even. Aside from small values of v, this will usually be too many blocks for most experiments in which the models being entertained are reasonable. Secondly, even if the required b is acceptable, the known families of semibalanced arrays are not at this point sufficiently extensive to make a good covering of the possible (v, k) pairs, being largely restricted to either prime-powered v or small k. For instance, no SB(10, 90, 10, 2) is known by which a complete block design for 10 treatments could be constructed. This is not, however, intended as a criticism of Martin & Eccleston's (1993) work. Aside from the clear theoretical interest, we view their results as valuable indicators of the properties that should be sought for efficiency of designs with smaller b, an idea which will be borne out by results established here.
Here two workable parametric families of covariance matrices will be studied and the exact universal optimality conditions for each will be derived, working with blocks of size p x 2 and then specialising to p = \v or \(v -1). These turn out often to require numbers of blocks comparable to that of semibalanced arrays. To obtain smaller b, a subset of v blocks from Rao's (1961) construction of SB(P, \V{V -1), v -1), chosen to approximate neighbour balance closely, are computationally evaluated and also seen to be reasonable. For even v, similar computations are made for designs with v -1 blocks of size \v x 2, found from other large series of neighbour-balanced designs. A table covering all u ^ 30 is included. The symbols I m , i mi x m2 , and l m will denote the mxm identity matrix, the m t x m 2 matrix of ones, and the raxl column vector of ones. Also, BIBD(I;, b, k) is used for a balanced incomplete block design with v treatments in b blocks of size k. For each p x 2 block, the plots in positions (1,1), (1, 2), (p, 1) and (p, 2) are referred to as end plots, and the remaining plots as interior plots. The four end plots in each block form the corner design, and the blocks with end plots deleted form the interior design.
OPTIMAL DESIGNS

General
Let T denote the »xl vector of treatment effects, n the total number 2bp of experimental units for b blocks of size p x 2, X d the nxv plot-treatment design matrix for design d, ft the vector of block effects parameters, and Z the plot-block incidence matrix. Then the model (1) in matrix notation is
The generalised least squares information matrix C d for the estimation of treatment contrasts under (2) is Q = iiK-%-i;r 1 z(ZT-1 zrz'r 1 i d .
The matrix C d , for any connected design d, is nonnegative definite with rank v -1. Only connected designs are of interest here, and D (v, b, p, 2) will denote the class of all connected designs for v treatments in b blocks of size p x 2. The expression in (3) is further simplified in § 2-2 for two particular £ matrices, and the corresponding universal optimality conditions are determined in § 2-3.
2-2. Error processes and information matrices
For the within-block error variables, two distinctly different processes will be considered, inducing two parametric families of E matrices. They are the two-parameter doubly geometric process, which exhibits geometrically rapid decay in the correlation, and the more slowly decaying three-parameter second-order autonormal process. For convenience, these will often be referred to as process I and process II respectively.
For the doubly geometric process with plots in row-major order, E" 1 is given by and here a x > 0, a 2 ^ 0 is assumed. A natural extension of the one-dimensional Markov process, the doubly geometric, is thoroughly discussed in Martin (1979) . For the autonormal process, I" 1 is given by and Pi ^ 0, p 2 ^ 0 and £> ^ 0 satisfy n n n n 1 p t cos -+ p 2 cos --+ 2p 3 cos -cos --< -.
This is actually E" 1 for the nonstationary version of the two-dimensional autonormal, for which the simple parametric representation allows exact optimahty conditions to be easily derived. Efficiency calculations in § 3 will be based on the stationary version.
Discussion of the underlying conditional model for the autonormal and properties of the process may be found in Ripley (1981) , Martin (1982) and references therein.
To simplify the information matrix (3) under processes I and II, some additional notation will be needed. Defined first are the various neighbour count matrices, followed by quantities involving the end plot versus interior plot distinction:
N° is the v xv matrix (iV"£), where Nf^ is the number of plots containing treatment i for which it is immediately neighboured by i' in columns; N D is the v xv matrix (Nfi), where Nf t > is the number of plots containing treatment i for which it is immediately neighboured by i' in diagonals; N E is the v xv matrix (NEW) , where N R w is the number of end plots containing treatment i for which its row neighbour is i'; N R is the v xv matrix (N R '), where N R ' is the number of plots containing treatment i for which its row neighbour is i'; r Ej is the v x 1 column vector (r EJi ), where r E]i is the replication of treatment i in the end plots of the ;th block; r u is the cxl row vector (r Ijt ), where r 7jJ is the replication of treatment i in the interior plots of the jth block; R E is the diagonal matrix for which the ith diagonal element is the replication total of treatment i in the Ab end plots of the b blocks. Although all of these matrices and vectors certainly depend on the design d, to ease the notation the explicit expression of that dependence has been suppressed.
Let C*, 1 * and Cj, 2) be the information matrices for generalised least squares estimation of T under processes I and II. With the above notations, it is a routine matter to establish
2-3. Conditions for universal optimality
For the derivation of exact optimality conditions, the method of Kiefer (1975) will be used: a universally optimal design d* e D (v, b,p,2) is one which assigns the treatments to the plots so that tr^^J^tr^) for all d e D (v, b, p, 2) , and so that C d * is completely symmetric. Hence the task is to find conditions for maximal trace and complete symmetry of the information matrices C d 1} and Cj, 2)
. (iii) for p ^ 3, the interior design is a BIBD(I;, b, 2(p -2)); (iv) for p ^ 3, the corner design is a BIBD(I;, b, 4); and (v) for p ^ 4, t/ie end rows giue a BIBD(I;, 2b, 2). T/ien d* is universally optimum for process I within the binary subclass of D (v, b, p, 2) . If p, <Xy and <x 2 satisfy (5), then d* is universally optimal over all of D(v, b, p, 2 (v, b, p, 2) . If p, j5 lf f} 2 and p 3 satisfy (6), then d* is universally optimal over all of D(v, b, p, 2) .
When p is 2 the conditions of Theorems 21 and 2-2 are satisfied if each of the row, column and block component designs is a balanced incomplete block design. These special types of nested row-column designs, a special case of designs called BIBRCS by Singh & Dey (1979) , have been completely enumerated by Srivastav & Morgan (1996) .
Provided the semibalanced array exists, Martin & Eccleston's (1993) construction described in § 1 will produce a design satisfying both theorems and having a multiple of \v{v -1) blocks if v is odd, or a multiple of v(v -1) blocks if v is even. That smaller designs can be found which still satisfy both theorems is demonstrated by Examples 1 and 2. The restriction to binary blocks requires some comment, and we offer two justifications. First, regardless of what theoretical arguments are established, it seems unlikely that practitioners will readily adopt nonbinary blocks in the unstructured setting when the block size is less than or equal to v; this is not to say that such results are not important for full understanding of the efficiency possibilities. Secondly, the theorems do offer conditions under which the binary designs will be optimum over the full class, including nonbinary alternatives. For process I, the magnitudes of a x and a 2 for which this is so are somewhat limited. In an exhaustive study, Uddin & Morgan (1997, § § 3.3, 3.4) prove that considerable gains can be obtained via nonbinarity. However, they also show that the degree of nonbinarity for maximal trace depends on the usually unknown a t and <x 2 in a very precise manner. The situation is more flexible under process II, in that the parameter range for which optimality of binary designs holds over the full class is much larger, and, regardless of the magnitude of correlation there is little gain afforded by the jump to nonbinarity.
In the context of this discussion, it can be seen that one of the contributions of § 3 below is in establishing that the same design will be useful for processes exhibiting either rapid or slow decay.
DESIGNS BASED ON ONE INITIAL BLOCK
Consider now an important special case of the § 2 results, namely, blocks that are complete or as close to complete as possible. Thus consider blocks of size |DX2 for even v, and of size \(v -1) x 2 for odd v. We seek efficient designs with much smaller b than that required by Theorems 21 and 2-2. The approach will be to use the method of differences, which some authors call cyclic or generalised cyclic methods. That is, designs will be constructed from one block in which treatments are represented by members of an abelian group, further blocks being formed by recursively adding each group element to that initial block. (1,0) (2,1) (2,2)\ (mod 3, 3) (0,2) (2,0) (1,2) (1,1)7 /(0,l) (0,0) (1,0) (2,1) (2,2* V(0,2) oo (2,0) (1,2) (1,1)7 (\ 4 5 9 3 11 \2 8 10 7 6 A 0 4 5 9 3 \2 oo 8 10 7 6 f ! 2 4 8 3 6 ) ( modl3) (0,1) (1,0) (4,3) (4,2) (3,2) (4,4) (0,2): (0,4) (4,0) (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (1,1) (0,3):
:(2,0) (3,1) (3,4) (1,4) (3,3) :(3,0) (2,4) (2,1) (4,1) (2,2) (4,3) (4,2) (3,2) (4,4) (0,2):
:(2,0) (3,1) (3,4) (1,4) (3,3) :(3,0) (2,4) (2,1) (4,1) (2,2) (0,0,1) (1,0,0) (1,2,2) (2,2,0) (1,1,2) (1,2,1) (1,2,0): (0,1,0) (1,0,2) (0,2,2) (1,0,1) (2,2,2) (0,1,2) (0,0,2):
: (0,2,0) (2,0,1) (0,1,1) (2,0,2) (1,1,1) (0, :(2,0,0) (2,1,1) (1,1,0) (2,2,1) (2,1,2) (2, (0,0,1) (0,0,0) (1,0,0) (1,2,2) (2,2,0) (1,1,2) (1,2,1) (1,2,0): (0,1,0) oo (1,0,2) (0,2,2) (1,0,1) (2,2,2) (0,1,2) (0,0,2):
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AN E
A starting point is provided by the construction for SB(I;, \V{V -1), v -1) due to Rao (1961) . In that construction, £(t> -1) initial blocks are used, being (x', x' +1 ,..., x i+v~2 ) for i = 1,..., \(v -1). Here the group is the additive group of the finite field of order v, and x is a primitive element of that field. As noted earlier, this semibalanced array can be converted into a design with %v(v-1) blocks of size \{v -1) x 2 satisfying both Theorems 2-1 and 2-2. When observed from the viewpoint of a two-dimensional neighbour design, it can be seen that most of the effort expended in constructing these relatively large designs goes towards obtaining the exact balance of the various neighbour and positional counts demanded by the theorems. However, it can also be seen that these conditions can be approximately met by the designs generated from just one of the initial blocks. These are the designs we propose, using just one of the initial blocks from Rao's series to construct designs with v blocks of size ^(«-l)x2. The initial blocks are shown in Table 1 for each odd v < 30. For the range of interest, only v e {15,16, 21, 22} is not covered in this manner, and for these numbers trial and error has been used to find initial spatially correlated t blocks for which the generated design is of comparable efficiency. All of these are balanced incomplete block designs.
For even v the approach is similar, except that there is no general series of semibalanced arrays to fall back upon. In an unpublished manuscript, the authors have used the method of differences to construct neighbour designs with \v(v-1) blocks of size \vx2 which satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (v) of Theorem 2-1, while slightly relaxing conditions (iii) and (iv). Just as in Rao's construction, most of the effort is in exactly meeting the neighbour balance conditions, and, as in the preceding paragraph, designs which approximate the conditions of the theorems can be found by using just those blocks generated from one of the initial blocks. These initial blocks are also shown in Table 1 ; they produce resolvable row-column designs with v -1 blocks of size \v x 2. All designs listed in Table 1 have perfect row neighbour balance, while column and diagonal neighbour counts differ by anything from one to three. Exact neighbour balance with these b and p is not possible. To save space, they are displayed in transposed form.
The A-and ^-efficiencies under process I, for every third design, are reported in Table 2 for a practical range of neighbour correlations. The ^-efficiencies are all quite high. The £-efficiencies, which reflect the lack of neighbour balance, serve as an indicator of the extent of departure from variance balance, which is not now attainable. All of the values are very good, with those designs having larger AN C and AN D tending to have lower £-efficiencies. All calculations are made relative to an unattainable bound numerically determined for a hypothetical completely symmetric design, and are made within the binary class.
The same calculations for process II, appearing in Table 3 , require a few additional remarks. First, the efficiencies are over the full class D (v, b, p, 2) , not just the binary subclass. Secondly, the stationary version of the second order autonormal has been used, under which two plots separated by g rows and h columns exhibit correlation p gh specified by the integral J f f cosWcos^)
The process parameters have been chosen to make p 10 and p 01 assume the same values as in Table 2 , subject to /? 3 = min{)3 1 , f} 2 }. The setting for /? 3 is to make the correlations decay as slowly as possible. The values generally seem to be a bit better than for process I, with the largest margin appearing in the ^-criterion when the correlations are strong.
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APPENDIX
The off-diagonal elements of W To display the off-diagonal elements of W, some subsets of plot positions will be needed. Let S t = {(1,4), (4,1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (2p-3, 2p), (2p, 2p -3), (2p-2,2p-l),(2p-l,2p-2)}, S 2 = {(2u + 1, 2u + 4), (2u + 4, 2u + 1), (2u + 2, 2u + 3), (2H + 3, 2u + 2)|u = l,...,(p-3)}, (2p-2,2p) ) (2p,2p-2)} J S 4 = {(1,4), (4,1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (2p -3,2p), (2p, 2p -3), (2p-2,2p-l),(2p-l,2p-2)}, U{(2p-l,u),(tt,2p-l),(2p,M),(ij > 2p)|ii = 3 J 4,.
The off-diagonal elements of W = (wj/) for process I are as follows.
Case 1 
